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MY APOLOGIES IN ADVANCE
• Some parts of the presentation will sound like a Yaesu commercial.
That is because the best information available came from Yaesu and
its promotional materials.
• I like to use LOTS OF COLORS. It breaks slides up so they are easier to
read and understand.
• We are going to presume that some key terms and concepts are NOT
known.

• There is a lot of material to cover. Please hold all of your
questions and comments until the end of the presentation
and demonstration.

PRESENTATION IS IN 2 PARTS

• FIRST PART

• SECOND PART

• “System Fusion is Yaesu’s implementation of Digital Amateur
Radio, utilizing C4FM/FDMA 4-level FSK Technology to
transmit digital voice and data over the Amateur Radio
bands. In 2013, Yaesu introduced “System Fusion”, which
quickly became the dominating digital format in Amateur
radio because of quality, reliability and enhanced
performance in a wide range of environments.” - Yaesu

• C4FM - Continuous Four Level Frequency Modulation – A special type
of 4FSK used in conjunction with FDMA. This is the same mode used in
P25 Phase1, which is used by Emergency Responders, but it is not
compatible with P25 Phase1.
• FDMA – Frequency Division Multiple Access - Is the division of the
frequency band allocated for wireless cellular telephone
communication into 30 channels, each of which can carry a voice
conversation or, with digital service, digital data.
• GMSK - Gaussian Minimum Shift Keying - This is a modulation scheme
in which the phase of the carrier is instantaneously varied by the
"modulating" signal (i.e. the information to transmit).

WHY DIGITAL OVER ANALOG?

What Makes it “Fusion”?
• What sets this technology apart from D-STAR and DMR (MotoTRBO)? It
is automatically backwards compatible with analog FM.
 Every Fusion radio and repeater is aware of the current QSO
transmission and it’s mode.
 If a part of a QSO input starts as FM, the repeater “repeats” FM.
 If the part of a QSO input starts as C4FM, it “repeats” C4FM.
 Each endpoint (HT, mobile, etc.) auto-switches between FM and
C4FM. You don’t need to have a QSO with two FM or two C4FM
radios. A FM radio can talk to a C4FM digital radio and vice-versa.

Why was 12.5 khz C4FM chosen?
“Superior performance”
• C4FM has excellent communication integrity due to good BER
characteristics. (BER: Bit Error Rate)
• Proven Performance in the Public Safety / LMR market.
• Additional error checks & correction technology provides crisp and
clear voice quality over a wide coverage area.
• One of the best modulation methods for reliably transporting a digital
signal with a higher rate of recoverability.

Why choose Fusion?

• Integrates with both Analog and Digital Seamlessly Automatic Mode Select (AMS)
• No complex registration required
• User friendly with nearly no learning curve
• Digital transmissions meet FCC ID Requirements
• Integrated telemetry and tracking

Multiple Modes of Communication
• V/D mode - Voice/Data simultaneous communication mode
• Voice FR Mode - Voice Full Rate Mode
• Data FR mode - High Speed 9600 bits per second data transfer
• Analog FM mode – For Conventional Communication

• V/D (Digital Narrow) – Voice+Digital or “V/D” mode
utilizes all available bandwidth for simultaneous high-fidelity voice
operation and digital communications. (I.e. GPS location, text,
pictures.)
• Voice FR Mode (Voice Wide) – Provides high-quality voice audio to
the receiving station. 4400bps for voice, 2800bps for voice FEC.
• Data FR Mode (Digital Wide) - Transfer data such as images or text
messages at full rate with speeds up to 9600 bps (bits-per-second).
• Analog FM Mode - Maintains backwards compatibility with existing
analog FM equipment, allowing a wide range of users to experiment
with System Fusion.

Group Monitoring (GM)
Digital Group Monitor (GM) automatically checks whether users
within a communication group are in or out of range, and
displays information such as distance and orientation on the
screen of the client radio for up to 24 Stations.
Each individual group can share Text and Picture messages
between themselves, allowing intelligent control of how content
is distributed among a large operating group.
Group Monitor can be an invaluable feature when an operator
or group of operators needs to track resources, such as in an
emergency communication operation. Resources can easily be
tracked and controlled, letting operators know when they are
going to fall out of range and may need to return to the
coverage area, or providing valuable telemetry data for
locating and tracking individual operators.

Snapshot Function (Picture Messaging)
By connecting the optional MH-85A11U Speaker
Microphone with Camera, an operator can quickly
take advantage of the high speed data functions of
any System Fusion C4FM radio and can easily transmit
images to other C4FM users.
Image data, when sent from a group member, is
displayed on the full-color screen of the FTM-400DR or
monochrome display of the FT2DR. This image data
also retains a time record and the GPS location data
of the snapshot. It is easy to navigate to that pictured
location by using the Backtrack Function. You can
also observe on the screen whether the transmitted
data was successfully received by the member
station. The snapshot image or received data is stored
on a high capacity micro SD card, and you can recall
and send that image data from the SD card anytime.

Smart Navigation / Backtrack Function
The Smart/Real-time navigation function enables
location checking at any time. In digital V/D mode,
information such as position data is transmitted
together with voice signals so the distance and
direction to other stations can be displayed in realtime while communicating with them.
The Backtrack Function enables GPS navigation to a
registered location at the touch of a button. When
hiking or camping, simply register your starting point
or campsite before departure, and the distance and
orientation from the current location are displayed on
the screen.

Text Messaging
Text messaging is straightforward and simple,
with direct entry via T9 Text Input or the OnScreen Keyboard (FTM-400). Messages can
be sent quickly to an individual operator or
group of operators (GM Mode).
T9, which stands for Text on 9 keys, is a U.S.-patented
predictive text technology primarily used for mobile phones.

How does Fusion compare to D-STAR/DMR?
• D-STAR has a large head start to connect to remote
repeaters.
• Fusion seems to have a quality edge over D-STAR.
• Fusion is said to have better audio quality than DMR.
• Fusion degrades better than D-STAR in fringe-area
coverage.

Fusion Repeaters
• DR-1
Discontinued

• DR-2X

DR-2X KEY FEATURES
• Modulation Modes: Conventional FM, 12.5 kHz C4FM Digital (V/D Mode, VFR Mode, DFR Mode)
• VHF or UHF operation (cross-band capable) / Dual Receive - Dual Transmit (DRDT)
• AMS (Automatic Mode Select) function automatically recognizes the signal as digital C4FM or
conventional analog FM, and then the DR-2X repeater re-transmits the signal using the preset
communications mode.
• 3.5-inch Full Color Touch Panel Operation.
• RF Output Power: 50W/20W/10W.
• Emergency Operation: Supports auto-switched backup battery power operation.
• Full integration with existing repeater controllers using the 15 Pin rear I/O connection.

RepeaterBook.com
Feb. 2018

• Acronym for:

Wide-coverage Internet Repeater Enhancement System
• WIRES-X is digital communications developed by Yaesu to further the

interest of Amateur Radio communication (as well as sell its radios).

• It uses a form of VOIP (Voice over IP) to connect to distant Amateur
Radio stations utilizing the Internet as a backbone.
• It supports the C4FM Digital Communication mode. C4FM digital
signals are repeated without deterioration of audio and data
communications and sent over the Internet.

How it works:
• An Amateur Radio operator connects to a local Node’s radio, which,
in turn, is connected to the Internet thru a PC.
• The local Node radio relays the amateur’s transmission to the Internet
via the PC.
• The PC relays the amateur transmission to another Node’s PC that is
also connected to the Internet, and then sends it on to the Node radio.
• The local Node radio then relays the transmission to the receiving
amateur radio station.

Think of this arrangement as multiple telephones
connected to a party line.

Advantages of WIRES-X

• WIRES-X, like Fusion, also supports digital communications
which can transmit and receive digitized data, e.g. text,
images and audio on the same Global Network. The WIRESX Network extends the reach of a local Amateur station to
an Amateur station located in another city, state or country.

• This is NOT a new idea – it is basically Yaesu’s
implementation of similar systems such as IRLP and Echolink.

Advantages (cont.)
• Does not require external repeater controllers.
• Does not require a repeater. A Node radio can be a simplex node that is
connected via a “Room” to a repeater to extend a repeater’s range.
• It can be an easy method of repeater linking.
• Or, a network of individual Nodes could theoretically replace a repeater
(though it may not be economically or logistically feasible).
• It is designed and optimized for digital technology. For instance, call signs,
QSL info, distances, etc. can be included within the digital signal.

• Node

A radio (repeater or radio) connected to the Internet via a PC, which repeats
communications of an amateur radio station (digital or analog) as an access
point.

• Local Node

A personal radio station (i.e. a handheld) operating on a VHF or UHF frequency and
connected to the Internet through a linked PC.

• Analog Node

A Node that is a transceiver or repeater using a conventional FM format and can
only repeat DTMF (Dual Tone Multi Frequencies) codes and analog audio
transmissions & receptions.

• Digital Node
A transceiver of repeater compatible signals with digital communications in C4FM
(Continuous 4 Level FM) format. With this type of Node, you can not only relay voice
communications, but also text and image data transmissions.
• Room

A WIRES-X Network community space in which multiple Nodes can connect
simultaneously. This is a place where Amateur stations can link to each other via
local Nodes or repeaters and communicate with each other. “Rooms” are like IRLP
Reflectors or Echolink Conferences.

• WIRES-X user ID (node)

YAESU provides identification names with each WIRES-X Node. Each Node is
assigned a DTMF ID (5-digit number, e.g. 12345) and a user ID (alphanumeric, e.g.
W0XY) up to 10 digits in length. Knowing the ID of the node to connect to, you can
transmit the ID code from the transceiver specifying the Node to connect.

A Typical Local Node Diagram

• The following are the base components of a local WIRES-X Node.

This is NOT inexpensive to do!

 A Node radio - A radio that supports both C4FM and analog signals
and can be placed into WIRES-X mode, such as the Yaesu FTM100DR or the FTM-400XDR.
 A HRI-200 WIRES-X interface.
 A dedicated PC running Windows 7 or better.
 WIRES-X PC Software Ver. 1.120 or later installed on the PC.
 An Internet connection (6 MBps or better).
 Six (6) open ports in the Router that are forwarded to the network IP
address of the PC. (See addendum slide for more details.)

FTM-400XDR
FTM-100DR
HRI-200

Port
Check
Function

Issues to consider
• A local Node is NOT cheap!! – you still have to have an HT or another
Mobile radio/991 to TALK! (See DMR/Openspot*)
• Communications over the Internet can occasionally be challenging.
Delays due to packet loss can sometimes require adjustments to
operating practices (like pausing before and after talking).
• Windows PC, for the node operator, can sometimes be a challenge to
configure. Hamoperator.com has detailed instructions on how to set
up a PC with minimum hassle.

Yaesu vs “Open” C4FM Reflectors
• There are Open reflectors that are not a part of Yaesu’s “Fusion or
WIRES-X”.
• They are the same concept as a D-STAR reflector, or DMR Talkgroup
• Two Types:
• YSF Reflector – Open Source anyone can set up a Reflector and it
shows up in the reflector list.
• FCS Reflector – Open Source but closed system – managed by
sysadmins with four servers with less than optimal reliability.

C4FM Internet Access Devices
• SharkRF OpenSpot

• YSF Reflector
• FCS Reflector
• CROSS MODE access from DMR radio to CF4M and Vice Versa
• See DRC Presentation at
https://www.w0tx.org/DMR_to_Fusion_via_the_SharkRF_OpenSpot.pdf
• https://www.w0tx.org/brandmeisterDRC.htm

• MMDVM/Rasberry Pi
• YSF Reflector
• ZumSpot
• YSF Reflector

Using Shark RF vs. WIRES-X

• The Shark RF provides similar functions and is compatible with Open CF4M Reflectors.
You do not get the same level of information from a Shark. (not full wires-x*)
• The Shark RF does not require a full-time PC.
• The Shark RF has a small, low power, built-in UHF radio built into it. A dedicated radio,
i.e. FTM-100DR or FTM-400, is not required.
• The Shark RF has an overall lower cost for what you get.
• The WIRES-X Network is access controlled. Yaesu assigns access IDs based on
registering a HRI-200 box. (Once the ID is assigned, it is tied to that specific box.)
• The Shark RF and WIRES-X are great for sitting in your family room with an HT and
talking to hams anywhere in the world without needing a second radio. However,
the range is very limited (though this can be improved with external antennas).

The Colorado Link – WIRES-X
• A collection of WIRES-X Repeaters, Nodes all linked into Room #28484.
• KE0JYZ Radio Club for Fusion and “all digital Colorado” goal is to link all digital
modes so everyone can talk together.

• http://ke0jyz.wixsite.com/cart1
• Facts

• Averages top 20 in all of Yaesu WIRES-X Rooms – Colorado-Link 28484
• Operates cross mode connectivity to C4FM Internet
• YSF US-Colorado Link http://cartradioysf.ae2l.net
• Links to FCS002 Room 7
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ADDENDUM SLIDES

What else can System Fusion radios do?
• Full 2m / 70cm analog FM and digital transmissions.
• Full APRS Support:
APRS Voice Alert & 1-button QSY support
Built-in GPS
Built-in 1200/9600 BAUD AFSK TNC (though this is not accessible for
standard packet connections)
• Supports listening to Broadcast FM at the same time as listening to Ham
frequencies (break in).
• Supports listening to AM (i.e. broadcast, Aircraft).

CURRENT SYSTEM FUSION RADIO LINE

• FT-70DR (NEW)
• FT2DR
• FTM-100DR
• FTM-400XDR

• DR-2X (NEW)
• FTM-3200DR
• FTM-3207DR
(NEW)
• FT-991A

Advantages (cont.)
• When you successfully connect to a desired Node or Room, you are ready to
enjoy communications with high-quality WIRES-X digital sound.
• Furthermore, with the News Station function, you can upload/download
messages, images and sound to or from the connection destination (Node or
Room) as well as the local Node.
• This feature, that enables the sharing of digital data with other WIRES-X users
all over the world, expands opportunities for the enjoyment of Ham station
operation, especially in antenna restricted areas, apartments,
condominiums, etc.

• ID List
Nodes and Rooms which are currently operating on the WIRES-X Network. The list is
stored on a Yaesu server and is distributed to Nodes over the WIRES-X network. They
are also listed and published on the Yaesu website. The website shows information
such as IDs, call sign, and the operating frequency of the Node.

• WIRES-X Linked Repeater
A repeater connected to the WIRES-X Network. It can be a direct link or via a RF Link.

• Conventional Amateur Station

A normal Amateur Radio station - either an individual on a hand-held radio, a
mobile radio, or a base station.

PC System Requirements
• OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8 & 8.1 / 10
• Clock frequency: 2.0 GHz or more
• HDD: 1 GB of empty space or more
• RAM: 2 GB or more
• USB port: 2.0 or 3.0 (Full-speed)
• Display resolution: 1366 x 768 or higher
* 16-bit high color or more (32-bit true color is recommended)
• LAN port: 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T
*A wired connection is recommended.

Network Requirements

• ADSL 8 Mbps or more (High-speed connection is recommended)
• Global IP address (Either a dynamic or fixed global IP address can be
used)
One address is required for a WIRES-X node
• A router setting function such as "NAT", "port mapping" or "address
conversion function", and 6 UDP ports need to be opened and
forwarded to a PC IP address used for WIRES-X.
*Using the WIRES-X software Port Check function, you can easily verify whether the
ports are open properly or not. With a router supporting the UPnP function using the
UPnP automatic registration function of the WIRES-X software allows you to open the
UDP ports easily.

6 Forwarded Open Ports (Requirement)
Port

IP Address (example)

Type

Service Name

46100

192.168.1.xxx

UDP

WIRES-X ILS

46110

192.168.1.xxx

UDP

WIRES-X Node Voice

46122

192.168.1.xxx

UDP

WIRES-X Room Control

46120

192.168.1.xxx

UDP

WIRES-X Room Voice

46114

192.168.1.xxx

UDP

WIRES-X New Control

46112

192.168.1.xxx

TCP/UDP

WIRES-X Node Control

Sample Cost of a Personal Node
• FTM-100DR (recommended)

$309.95

• FTM-400

$599.95

• HRI-200

$124.95

• WIRES-X Software

Free

• PC

???

• High Speed Internet

???

Helpful Links
• Fusion Help (http://www.hamoperator.com/Hamoperator/Fusion_Help.html
• Fusion Live – map of Wires-X Nodes – https://fusionlive.net/
• Yaesu WIRES-X Info - http://systemfusion.yaesu.com/wires-x/
• WIRES-X ID List - https://www.yaesu.com/jp/en/wires-x/id/id_usa.php

